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Nsengiyumva, D., Papineau, F. and Broughton, R.S. 1997. Combin
ing flood irrigation and controlled subsurface drainage to
irrigate maize in a temperate subhumid climate. Can. Agric. Eng.
39: 151-156. Efficient, cost effective removal of sediment from river
water used for subsurface irrigation is required to protect the subsur
face drain pipes from clogging. Flood irrigation of a field combined
with controlled drainage was assessed as a potential method of
filtering river water used for subsurface irrigation. This system of
irrigation consists of applying river water on a small section of the
field from which water soaks into the soil to subsurface drain pipes
under the flooded area. With the outlet of the subsurface drainage
system closed, the water is distributed throughout the whole system,
thereby subsurface irrigating the crops. Results indicate that water
applied to the flooded section of the field redistributes within a few
hours through the entire field. Sealing of the soil of the flooded
section with sediment from the river water was not detected. Also,
the yield of maize from this method of irrigating was comparable to
that obtained under conventional subsurface irrigation. Based on this
one-year study, flood irrigation combined with controlled drainage
appears to be a practical option for using sediment laden river water
to irrigate crops on relatively flat, subsurface drained fields.

Vne methode efficace et peu couteuse est necessaire pour reduire
Ie contenu en sediments de I'eau de riviere utilisee pour I'irrigation
souterraine, en vue de preserver Ie bon fonctionnement du systeme
de drains souterrains. Vne methode d'irrigation,la submersion d'une
partie du terrain combinee au drainage controle, a ete testee parn1i
d'autres solutions potentielles. Cette methode consiste a appliquer
I'eau de la riviere sur une petite section du champ sous culture d'ou
I'eau s'infiltre dans Ie sol pour atteindre les drains souterrains. Le
contrOle de drainage consiste afermer la sortie du systeme de drain
age au niveau de la chambre de controle. Ainsi, I'eau qui atteint cette
chambre est repoussee en arriere pour etre redistribuee dans tout Ie
systeme de drains souterrains, irrigant ainsi souterrainement les plan
tes. Les resultats montrent qu'it partir de la partie inondee, I'eau se
redistribue en quelques heures dans tout Ie champ. La formation de
croute it la surface du sol par les particules fines contcnues dans I'eau
d'inondation, qui etait apprehendee au debut de I'experience, ne s'est
pas materialisee. Cette methode d'irrigation est comparable au
systeme d'irrigation souterraine conventionnelle en ce qui concerne
les rendements du mai's. D'apres ces resultats d'une saison de recher
che, il appert que I'irrigation par submersion combinee au drainage
controle s'avere etre une alternative interessante pour I'irrigation des
cultures avec de I'eau chargee de sediments, lorsque la topographic,
Ie sol et la nappe phreatique sont propices a I'utilisation d'une telle
methode.

INTRODUCTION

Previous research on flat sandy soils in the St-Lawrence

lowlands, Quebec, has indicated that subsurface irrigation
using subsurface drainage systems increases the average
yields of maize and soybean by as much as 25 to 30%
(Memon et al. 1987; Galganov 1991). Subsurface irrigation
costs much less than any other type of irrigation, if the
topography, soil type, and soil depth are suitable (Drouet
1989).

To ensure proper functioning of subsurface drainage/irri
gation drain pipes, water free of sediment must be used.
Galganov (1991) found that the use of conventional trickle
irrigation system filters and specially made geofabric filters
was not practical for removing sediment from river water, as
they required excessive maintenance. Hence, an improved
method of filtering the river water, before conveying it into
the subsurface drain pipes, is required. Indeed, a blocked
drain, as a result of poor quality irrigation water, will have
detrimental effects on both irrigation and drainage.

Other solutions to the filtration problem of sediment in the
river water used for subsurface irrigation have been tried
(Nsengiyumva 1994; Nsengiyumva et al. 1996). Two sys
tems have been designed, operated, and evaluated. The first
system consisted of filtering the water through filter basins
covered with grass and a geotextile. The second system
consisted of a combination of flooding a part of a field and
controlled drainage, the water being filtered as it moved
through the soil towards the subsurface drainage/irrigation
drain pipes. This paper presents the results mainly pertaining
to the second system. The other system is fully described in
Nsengiyumva (1994) and Nsengiyumva et al. (1996).
Briefly, this system consists of a series of filter basins among
which some are covered with inundation resistant grasses and
the others are covered with a geotextile. In each basin, 75
mm diameter pipes are placed in two trenches filled with
gravel and/or sand. The water is then pumped from the river
to the basins and the filtered water is conveyed to the control
chamber of the irrigation system through a series of collector
pipes, one for each basin.

Filtration is the purification process whereby the liquid to
be treated is passed through a porous medium. During this
passage, some of the suspended and colloidal impurities in
the liquid are left behind in the pores or openings or upon the
medium itself (EI-Morsy 1992).

The important processes of filtration are straining, sedi
mentation, and chemical and biological activity (Clark et al.
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1971; Huisman 1978 cited by EI-Morsy 1992). The straining
process occurs principally at the interface between the filter
~edium and ~ater. Initiallyt materials larger than pore open
Ings at the Interface are strained. During the filtration
processt material deposited as a mat on the surface builds up
and further enhances the straining process; howevert it also
restricts passage of water through the filter bed. Mechanical
straining takes place almost entirely at the surface of the
filtert where it clogs the upper milIimetres of the filter bed.

Sedimentation removes particulate suspended matter of
f~ner sizes than the pore openings by precipitation upon the
Sides of the medium particles in exactly the same way as in
any. ordina~ settl.ing tank. Each pore space acts as a tiny
sedimentation baSIn (Clark et al. 1971). According to Huis
man (1978) cited by EI-Morsy (1992)t adsorption is another
additional mechanism for removal of smaller particles during
filtrationt retaining finely divided suspended matter next to
colloidal and molecular dissolved impurities.

Bio-chemical activity is related to the matter accumulated
on the sides of the filtration medium particles. This matter is
oxidized by chemical and biological agents and the ultimate
result is the clogging of the filter bed. For instancet soluble
ferrous and manganous compounds are transformed into fer
ric and manganic oxide hydrates forming a thin coating
around the particles (Huisman 1982 cited by EI-Morsy 1992).

Based on the previous theoryt it was thought that applying
water directly onto the crop land might be an alternative to
the filtration of polluted river water by means of filter basins
as described above. This would have the advantage of elimi
nating all the inconveniences and costs associated with basin
construction, while permitting crop irrigation and avoiding
drain clogging problems. This system relies in large part
upon the infiltration process to improve water quality. In
such a system, as reported by Hunt and Lee (1976)t the
wastewater is renovated by the soil, plants, and microorgan
isms as it moves through the soil profile. Bouwer (1976)
indicated that most of the quality improvement of the effluent
water as it moves through the ground is obtained in the top
meter of the soil profile. Notably, here is where nearly com
plete removal of suspended solids occurs.

In this study, the technique used consisted in combining
flooding a part of a field with controlled drainage. The water
is filtered while soaking into the soil. The subsurface drains
under the flooded area are located at more than 1.2 m depth.
The water is considered completely filtered before reaching
them. With the outlet of the subsurface drainage system fixed
with a watertable level control device, the water is distributed
throughout the whole field served by the subsurface drainage
system, the,reby subsurface irrigating the crops.

However, with such a method of irrigationt there are po
tential side effects to consider:

I. crop damage due to excessive water stress or insuffi
cient air in the root zone in the flooded area,

2. reduction of the infiltration capacity of the soil due to
soil surface sealing with the sediment contained in the
river water,

3. loss of nutrients through leaching, volatilization of am
monia, and denitrification of nitratest and
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4. introduction of new or excessive amounts of weed seeds
brought onto the crop land with the irrigation water.

The objective of this study was to assess the technical
feasibility of flood irrigating a portion of a com field in order
to filter any sediment in the water and subsequently to distrib
ute the filtered water via subsurface drain pipes and then
subsurface irrigate the rest of the field by capillary rise. Field
plot~ were established to evaluate the hydrologic and agro
nO~lc consequences of growing corn crops in two irrigation
regimes: the flood irrigation combined with controlled drain
age method and the .conventional subsurface irrigation
method. Evaluations were based on yield of maize, response
of the watertable to flooding, and water intake and infiltration
into and through the soil.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

To determine the benefits of flood irrigation of a part of a
fiel~ combined with controlled drainage, a field experiment
was conducted. The experimental plots were installed on a
farm in the county of Richelieu, QC. The subsurface drainage
system existing in the experimental plots had been installed
with a trenchless plough in 1981 with 14 m spacings between
laterals. The 100 mm inside diameter lateral drain pipes were
at a minimum of 1.2 m depth at the end of the laterals and at
a maximum of 1.6 m at the junction with the collector. The
soil profile is composed ofabout 0.3 m of loamy-sand topsoi I
on top of 0.2 to 0.4 m of sand laying over clay. Most of the
soil on this farm is classified as a sandy loam.

The experiment utilized portions of two fields seeded to
grain com (Fig. I). The north field, a 2.8 hectares area, was
divided into a side-by-side series of seven plots measuring

2900 m (30 m x 30 m) each. Three of the plots (F-I, F-2, F-3)
were prepared for flood irrigation treatments by addition of
perimeter dikes approximately 100 mm high. The four re
maining plots (NF-l, NF-2, NF-3, NF-4) utilized the two
spaces between the three flood basin plots and space on the
outside of each end plot. These four plots constituted repli
cates of the non-flooded treatment and received water from
rainfall and capillary rise from groundwater. Figure 2 shows
a sketch of the system's hydraulics. The south field covered
5 hectares and was conventionally "subsurface irrigated"
(SUB treatment). The drainage/irrigation systems of the 2.8
(north) and 5 hectares (south) fields are completely inde
pendent. The north field drains towards control chamber # I
(CC-l)t whereas the south field drains towards control cham-
ber # 2 (CC-2). .

Flooding of the three F-plots in the north field was done in
rotation, one basin at a time, generally from about 1800 h to
about 1000 h of the following day. During this time, the
equivalent of 12 mm of water was applied on the basin. This
represents the estimated irrigation requirement of 3 d, i.e. 4
mm/d, assuming an evaporation of 1.5 mm/d. Flooding was
delayed when it rained.

Conventional subsurface irrigation was applied to the
south field (SUB treatment) at a rate of 2.5 mm/d on a
continuous basis. This was accomplished by applying water
in grass filter basins conveying filtered river water to the
control chamber of the subsurface drainage/irrigation sys
tem. Figure 3 shows the hydraulics of this system. The daily
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irrigation requirement was determined
according 10 Ihe estimates made by Gal
Iichand and Broughton (1993). In the
convcl1Iional system, it was hypothesized
thai no evaporation from the soil surface
was taking place.

To measure the distribution of the irri
gation water in the nonh field. watenable
obscrvation pipes wcre installed above
and at mid-spacc between the larcral drain
pipcs. On Ihe four comcrs of the field.
walertable recorders were inslalled to rc
cord continuously the watenable level.
particularly. to determine thc response
lime of the watenable to flooding. Re
corder #2 did not function propcrly and ils
readings wcre ignored in analysis.

Both the quality and quantity of river
watcr applied to each field were mcas
ured. Thc quantity of water was
monitored using f1ow-mcters. The quality
of Ihe water was evaluated by weighing
lot'll suspended solids from samples taken
before the start of cach irrigation. This
was done using the vacuum filtration
method. as described by Greenberg et al.
(1985), using Whatm<ln qualitative filters
#4. 55 mrn in diamcter. These filters re
tain particles larger than 20 to 25 pm. The
average conccntration of t01a1 suspended
solids in Ihe non-filtered river water was
15.6 mg/L. Initially, we speculated that
with such amounl of sediment content. no
problem would be observed on the sub
surface drainage/irrigation system.
However. sengiyumva (1994) and
Nscngiyumva et al. (1996) found thai the
usc of this warer can very quickly clog the
geolcxtile covering (he drain pipes.

Infiltration tests werc performcd be
forc and aftcr the irrigation season. using
a double-ring infiltrometer as described
by Bouwer (1986). both on the flooded
and the non-flooded sections of the north
field. Bcfore the start of irrigation. 12
tests were performed on randomly se
leCled silcs in the whole field. At the end.
3 tests were performed in each of the
flooded and non-flooded plots.

Just before the farmer harvested his
corn. yields werc measurcd following the
method of the "Regie des Assurances
Agricoles du Quebec (1986)"'. Briefly, the
method consisted of:
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Fig. 2. Hydraulics of flood irrigation combined with controlled drainage.
norfh field,
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Fig. 3. Hydraulics of the conventional subsurface irrigation s)'stcm,
south field.

_~ : Path followec by irrigation water

(1 )

where
Y = infiltration rate (m/d),
X = time (d), and

a, b = coerncients to be estimated

Infiltration rate

An asymptotic logarithmic equation

Y = a - b In (X)

was fitted to the infiltration data measured
before and after the irrigation season. Figure
5 shows the faw data points and the fitted
curves and the statistics pertaining to these
curves are shown in Table I. From these
curves. it can be said that the asymptotic val
ucs of the watcr infiltration rates rcduce to
about the same value for both the flooded and
non-flooded plots, as compared to the infiltra
tion rates measured before flooding started.
Over the period between measurements,
flooding did not have much effect on the infil
tration rate of the water into the soil. The
reduction in infiltration rate with timc varied
less between treatments than the normal vari
ation associated with rates during the growing
season as shown I"rom the curves obtained in
July and September in thc non-flooded plots.
In the long term, llooding a portion of thc
field year after year might reduce infiltration
rates. However, we think that this will nOi
likely occur because of tillage practised each
year. Furthermore, the farmer has the choice
of changing the !loaded area from year to
year.

Lateral

Drain

(CC-2)

Collector

Grass filter
basin

;' I~onnet
Collector ~

chamber ,!_'--
Pu P River

Collector

Drain

1. randomly selecting sites to harvest,

2. hand harvesling all the cobs on (he site except the very
small ones which could not be collected by the harvest
ing machine, and

3. weighing all the cobs collected,

4. randomly choosing a sample of 10 cobs for each site,
oven drying them, and calculating the IS% moisture
content grain yield for each site. In the north field, 3
sites of 15 111

2 (10m long x 1.5 111 wide. Le. 3 rows of
corn) were harvested in each sile. In the soulh field, 6
sites of the same size were harvested.

Corn yield

Table II shows the maize yield recorded 011 the flooded.
non-flooded, and subsurface irrigated treatments. From this
lable, it is seen that the average 15% moislure conlent grain
corn yields were 12,338, 11,672 and 10.194 kg/ha for Ille
"non-Hooded", "flooded", and "subsurface irrigated" plols.
respectively. Using the General Linear Models Procedure of
SAS softwarc, it was found that these yields were not statis

tically significantly different at ex = 0.05. Hence, flooding did
not negatively affect the maize yield. Thcse yields compare
favourably with the yields previollsly obtained in the same area
with subsurface irrigation (Memon et al. 1987; Drouel 1989).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Response of the watcrtable to flooding

The reaction of the watenable following rIooding was
quite rapid in the north field. Figures 4a and 4b show
that within 2 to 8 hours after commencement of Ilood
ing, the watenable started rising in the control cham
ber as well as in the farthest corners of the field from
the control chamber. Water level charts following all
other flooding gave similar responses at the recorder
sites. Measurements at the watertable observation
pipes indicated that the watertable in the field rose the
same way as at the corners.

Table I: n.egression statistics of the fitted infilt.ration curves
following Eq. 1

Slatistic July 1993 NF Sept. 1993 F Sept. 1993

Number of dala points 139 74 51

Standard deviation 1.435 t.438 1.548

R squHrcd 0.72 0.72 0.63

a coefricictlt 11.432 967 8.822
b coefficienl -1.564 -1.542 -1.45
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Time (min)

Table II: Maize yield

Site Yield adjusted Average yield Average yield
to 15% moisture per plot per treatment

(kg/ha) (kg/1m) (kg/ha)
-~~--

SUB - I 12088
SUB-2 10850
SUB-3 9200
SUB-4 9615
SUB-5 10817
SUB-6 8592 10194

FI - I 10922
FI - 2 4485
FI - 3 12223 9210

F2 - I 13338
F2 - 2 10622
F2 - 3 13117 12359

F3 - I 11155
F3 - 2 15383
F3 - 3 13803 13447 11672

NFl - I 14861
NFl -2 13450
NFl -3 10672 12994

NF2 - I 13394
NF2 - 2 6185
NF2 - 3 12349 10643

NF3 - I 13651
NF3 - 2 12590
NF3 - 3 12357 12866

NF4 - I 15071
NF4 - 2 12350
NF4 - 3 11125 12848 12338

CONCLUSIONS

The yield benefits drawn from flood irrigating a portion of a
field combined with controlled drainage are comparable with
those of conventional subsurface irrigation. However, when
the irrigation water used is taken from a river containing
sediment, flood irrigation presents an advantage over con
ventional subsurface irrigation with regard to preventing
clogging of subsurface irrigation/drainage pipes. For the for
mer, the water is filtered while soaking into the soil towards
the drains. For the latter, a method of filtering the water
before it enters the subsurface pipes must be provided.
Hence, when soil, topography, and watertable conditions are
appropriate and if the irrigation water contains considerable
amounts of sediments, flood irrigation combined with con
trolled drainage is a practical alternative of adequately
irrigating crops. No difficulties were found in the year that
this system of irrigation was monitored. However, the ability
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Fig. 4. Watertable response to flooding: (a) Basin (plot)
F-3; (b) Basin (plot) F-2; Start =commencement
of flooding; End = flooding ceased.

Fig. 5. Average water infiltration rate into the soil with
time measured in July and in September on the
flooded (F) and non-flooded (NF) plots.
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of this technique to act as an adequate filter over the long
tenn is inconclusive from the data collected in this single
season study and should be the subject of further investiga
tion.
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